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ABSTRACT 

The present study was aimed efficiency to evaluate the unsaturated fatty acid omega-3 in reducing 

the side effects that resulted from administration of cyclosporine drug in white New Zealand 

rabbits. (60) from white males' rabbits were used in this study, the animals divided into major four 

groups (15) rabbits per group and its subdivision into three groups (5) rabbits per group. The first 

group is orally administered with normal saline, second groups were administered cyclosporine 

(25mg/kg) only. Third groups were administered cyclosporine (25mg/kg) in the first day and 

Omega-3 (500mg/kg) in the second day, while Fourth groups were administered cyclosporine 

(25mg/kg) in the first day and omega-3 (1000mg/kg) in the second day for periods (21,30,60) days 

respectively. After ending study periods, the animals were sacrificed and the blood was collected 

and samples from liver were taken and the results were showed the following: the histological study 

showed pathological changes after administration of cyclosporine (25mg/kg) with blood congestion 

for period (21day), while severe blood congestion with beginning of fibrosis for period (30day) 

while in the period (60day) very severe blood congestion with aggregation of inflammatory cells 

and grow of fibroblast cells were showed. while the interaction between cyclosporine and two 

concentrations (500&1000mg/kg) of omega-3 were showed non-pathological changes in liver 

tissues. From this study concluded that omega-3 have an important role in the reducing 

histopathology side effects that result from administration of cyclosporine drug in white rabbits. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Cyclosporin was discovered for the first 

time in the seventies of the last century, 

Taking the isolated chance of Norwegian soil 

fungi called Tolypolidium inflatum by 

product metabolism was used as an 

Antifungal[1]. 

The drug consists of a multi-cyclic peptide 

consisting of eleven amino acid, which 

hydrophobic can be dissolved in organic 

solvent, where available in several a 

commercial form of capsules, oral, syrup, and 

injection mixed with castor oil which is 

considered the best organic solvent for the 

drug[2]. 

Cyclosporine is a drug used in the 

treatment of patients with organ transplants 

since the eighties, having observed that has 

the potential to inhibit the body's natural 

immunity and thus not to reject the 

transplanted organ[3] . 

Cyclosporine has become a backbone in 

inhibiting the body's immune system in the 

treatment of patients with organ transplants, 
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cyclosporine is also used in the treatment of 

autoimmune diseases such as rheumatoid 

arthritis, psoriasis and skin infections[4]. 

The drug effect on the T-Lymphocytes and 

prevents its function, where the drug is linked 

to its receptors on lymphocytes is associated 

with cyclophilin to prevent phosphorylation 

calcineurine process and thereby preventing 

nuclear factor of activated T-cell and translate 

of mRNA to build interleukin-2 to activate the 

body's immune[5]. 

The drug Gelatinous capsules dissolve the 

intestines absorb incompletely small intestine 

varies individually, metabolizes the drug 

extensively in the liver and eliminate mainly 

through the bile into the feces and about 6% 

of it with lactation and 1% raises 

unchanged[6]. 

Although uses extensive The drug, but it 

has side effects may be harmful, such as high 

blood pressure, liver toxicity, kidney toxicity, 

and at least effects common and rare 

vomiting, nausea, tingling of the parties and 

the legs and the sensitivity and increased hair 

growth on the face, back and chest, enlarged 

gums and the patient exposed to infections 

opportunistic[7]. 

The fatty acid omega-3 fatty acids are one 

of unsaturated and which are essential to the 

body's inability to build. Omega -3 has a 

double bond between two atoms of the third 

and fourth carbon from the end 

methylation[8]–[10]. 

For omega-3 health benefits multiple, so 

the meal is rich in omega -3 be associated 

with reduced heart disease and inflammation 

and an increase in the effectiveness of 

reproduction, vision and treatment of diseases 

of the joints, scabies, ulcers colon Add in 

percentage role in reducing the severity of 

cancer[8]–[15]. 

Therefore, this study was conducted to 

investigate the role of omega-3 in reducing 

side effects when treated with a drug 

cyclosporine, which included: the study of 

histological changes in the liver . 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Laboratory Animals 

The total animal study (60) White New 

Zealand rabbit and male only, weights ranged 

from (1200-1500g), and between the ages of 

(10-12 months), were obtained animals from 

Animal House / College of Veterinary 

Medicine / University of Kufa. The study 

began 15/06/2021-15/09/2021. Leave the 

animals in the animal house and under the 

standard conditions of temperature and (13-

hour day and 11 hour) overnight and fed well 

for the duration of the experiment. 

 

Preparation of study materials: 

Preparation of omega-3: 

Omega-3 is available concentration of the 

(500&1000 mg/kg) in Gelatne capsules, 

obtained from the company (Novartis) and 

given to the male rabbits at oral depending on 

the animal's weight per day[16]. 

Preparation of cyclosporine drug: 

Drug cyclosporine is available 

concentration (25 mg/kg) in Gelatneh 

capsules, obtained from the company (T&D 

pharma Gmbh) and was given a dose of male 

rabbits at oral daily depending on the animal's 

weight[17]. 

Animals Sacrificing: 

Male rabbits were sacrificed after 

anesthesia by the ether in the days (61,31,22) 

for groups treated orally Periods (60,30,21) 

day in a respectively. After that, open the 

abdominal cavity and removal of organs 

(liver) and weighed by a sensitive balance 

type (Sartorins). And put organs in 10% 

formalin solution for fixation until the work 

of histological sections and staining by Eosin-

Hematoxylin and examination under the 

microscope. 

Preparation of Histology: 

Preparation of histological sections using 

the method of Levison, 1997 [18], fixed 

samples by formalin (10%) and then several 

steps performed include (drying, clarification, 

hydration, imbedding, cutting, staining, and 

examination). 

Statistical Analyses: 

Statistical analyses including survival and 

multivariate analyses of factors associated 

with survival were respectively performed by 

Kaplan-Meier method and Cox proportional 

hazard model.[19]. 
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RESULT 

The effect of a drug cyclosporine 

concentration (25 mg/kg) for different time 

periods in the liver tissue. 

Indicate histological images (1),(3),(5),(7) 

and (9) to the presence of changes in the liver 

after treatment with a drug cyclosporine 

concentration (25 mg/kg) were represented 

congestion bloody in the picture (1) when the 

concentration of cyclosporine-term basis (21 

days), while the most changes in the duration 

of treatment (30 days) and was the bloody  

 severe congestion with the onset of 

cirrhosis of the image (3(. either drug 

treatment period (60 days) represented 

changes occurrence blood congestion and the 

presence of inflammatory cells, as in the 

picture (5) are collected inflammatory cells 

and congestion is very severe bloody in the 

image (7) either image (9) was very clear 

changes occurrence chronic inflammatory 

cells collect with the growth of Fibroblast 

cells in the region pylori. 

The interaction effect between the 

concentration of cyclosporine (25 mg/kg) and 

concentrative (500 & 1000 mg/kg) of omega-

3 and for different time periods in the liver 

tissue. 

Show images (2), (4), (6), (8) and (10) 

were not affected liver tissue after the 

interference between drug and the 

concentration of omega-3 and all the periods 

(21 days), (30 day) and (60 days) compared 

with the control group portrait (11) 
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DISCUSSION 

Histological changes in the liver tissue 

before and after interference drug 

cyclosporine with omega-3 : 

Results from the current study, the 

occurrence histological changes visible in 

liver tissue consisted inflammatory cells and 

blood congestion, which has increased with 

the progress of treatment cyclosporine 

duration and increasing possible dose to 

explain the result on the basis of the toxic 

potential liver Hepatoxicity[20]. 

The presence of inflammatory cells in the 

liver tissue may be associated with the 

inhibition of lymphocyte type (T) by 

cyclosporin and this may work to the increase 

in collect of the inflammatory cells and 

accumulate whenever treatment for increased 

dose This is indicated by numerous 

studies[21]–[23]. 

Cyclosporine has been working to increase 

oxidative stress and increase the types of 

Reactive oxygen Species (ROS) within the 

liver tissue such as (OH, O-, H2O2) 

accompanied by a reduction in the enzyme 

Catalase and Glutathione peroxidase with 

increased Malondialdehyde and lead to an 

increase in Lipid peroxidation process and 

this process may lead to Vasoconstriction and 

clot blood[24]. This has been demonstrated in 

the results of the current study, the occurrence 

of bloody tissue congestion in the liver tissue. 

I found research that the drug cyclosporine 

in addition to the caused the increase in the fat 

composition of the process is an important 

factor in causing harm to tissue of the liver, 

kidney and heart, as well as an important 

factor in stimulating Lipid peroxidation 

process and an increase in the accumulation 
of free radicals within the tissue[25]–[27]. 

It may explain the increase in the types of 

free radicals within the tissue liver caused as a 

result of an increased oxidative 

phosphorylation to mitochondria and the 

accompanying increase in the electron 

transport chain, which leads to the 

accumulation of these free radicals within the 

liver tissue and kidney in addition to 

generating these roots through metabolism 

Cytochrom P-450 and these processes are 

associated with a reduction in Antioxidative 

system and especially the enzyme Catalase 

and Glutathione peroxidase (GP) and as a 

result harmful influence of the tissues of the 

liver and kidney happens[28]–[30]. 

All of the results of histological images 

especially of the liver the interference of drug 

cyclosporine with omega-3 led to the 

cancellation of the harmful effect of 

cyclosporine and non-affected tissue when 

compared with the control group . 

This result is possible that due to the 

possession of omega-3 to increase the 

viability to efficiency of the anti-oxidant 

system and suppress of all free radicals within 

the body before attacking tissue This 

indicated by a study[31]. 

Omega -3 may work to inhibit Lipid 

peroxidation process which increases the 

effectiveness of the enzyme's catalase and 

Glutathione peroxidase[32]. 

The effectiveness of omega-3 may lie in 

preventing the increase perfusion 

membraneand especially liver tissue with 

enzymes to increase membrane stabilization 

to prevent perfusionions of electrolytes and 

water with the organization in the balance of 

internal calcium ions and which plays an 

important role in the toxicity of 

cyclosporine[33]. 

The effect of omega-3 Antiinflammation 

may have a role in preventing inflammatory 

cells collected and stimulating T-

lymphocytes, resulting in the absence of any 

inflammation of the tissue in the liver after 

interference drug cyclosporine and omega-

3[34]. 

 

CONCLUSION 

From this study concluded that omega-3 
have an important role in the reducing 

Histopathology side effects that result from 

administration of cyclosporine drug in white 

rabbits. 
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